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But the helm templating (I guess golang) keeps converting a "true" to boolean, but not "false", meanwhile the boolean operators consider any string as true Also, the eq fails if you compare a bool and a string, so you must convert it. The easiest is to set the value to empty string, that evaluates as false in the if https://golang.org/pkg/text/template/#hdr-Actions, so True Helm was written as a companion book to "True Hearth" by James Allen Chisholm, which is also recommended reading along with "True Helm". "True Helm" is divided into two parts. The first half of the book, entitled "True Helm" consists of the following chapters: Forward by Ian Read. 1. Some Background. Truesteel Helm. Players can win this item when selecting the following class specializations: Paladin: Warrior: Death Knight: This item is part of the following transmog set: Truesteel Battleplate. HELM True Wireless Headphones, Earbuds/Earphones, Recharge up to 5X w/Charging Case, Unparalleled Audiophile Sound & Deep Bass, Comfort Secure Fit, Sweatproof Sport. Visit the Helm Store. 3.9 out of 5 stars 393 ratings. | 50 answered questions.